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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following report summarizes operating statistics, observations and findings during a
test of BYD's 60' articulated bus that was demonstrated on Metro's Orange Line during
the week of December 15-19, 2014.
Overall the performance of the bus and its electric battery storage and propulsion
systems was impressive and showed that this bus could be suitable for limited operation
as outlined in this report. Overall, the bus was positively received by operators,
maintenance personnel and passengers. Vehicle performance was very good,
particularly in areas of acceleration and top speed; the bus also provided a smooth, very
quiet ride.
During the week of testing, there were only two reported mechanical issues, and neither
was related to the batteries or propulsion system.
The limited operating range of this bus configuration would not allow for this bus to be
used as a direct substitute for CNG articulated buses currently operating on the Orange
Line. There may be future options to augment the operating range of this bus by
utilizing mid-day re-charging at the division, and/or with periodic en-route "Opportunity
Charging."

Metro

BACKGROUND
The BYD Articulated Battery Electric Bus is among the first prototypes bus of this size
worldwide. The bus is powered by BYD iron-phosphate batteries, and is designed to
travel 170 miles on 90% charge. The bus has 520 kilowatt hours of battery storage and
is designed to carry 100 or more passengers. This is a new articulated bus design for
BYD; they have delivered one other similar battery electric bus to a South American
customer for testing there.
The testing methodology was to put the BYD articulated bus into limited revenue service
on Orange Line, and increasing the operating mileage each day. The first day the bus
ran two round trips morning run of 68 miles. The next day the bus ran three round trips
afternoon run of 104 miles. By the end of the week, staff had worked the bus up to
running both a morning and afternoon runs, 170 miles in total, with a 2:15 hour charge
between each run.
The Orange Line was opened in October 2005 and its initial run was from North
Hollywood Station to Warner Center; a run of approximately 15 miles. In June 2012,
Metro added 4-mile segment to Chatsworth Station along Canoga Avenue and
constructed a bridge over the railroad tracks to get into the turnaround loop at the
Chatsworth terminal. The typical route during the day involves alternating terminals so
that one run will start at North Hollywood and end at Warner Center and the next trip
from North Hollywood will go to Chatsworth Station. The Chatsworth to Warner segment
of the line (about 6.5 miles) is run by standard coaches during peak periods to provide a
direct connection befinreen the regional rail system and Warner Center. Speeds are
scheduled at approximately 21 mph on average although the top speed on the line,
depending on the section is 45 mph. There are 13 stations on the branch from Warner
Center to North Hollywood and 5 stations on the branch to Chatsworth for a total of 18
stations. Deadhead distances are approximately 3-4 miles to start buses at Warner
Center. Otherwise, a special roadway entrance from the division to the Orange Line at
Prairie Avenue was constructed so that Orange Line coaches would have direct access
to the line. Distance from the division to Chatsworth is approximately 1.5 miles via the
bus way.
During these test runs, the operator was able to maintain Orange Line operating speed
in service, while fully loaded, both on the Orange Line ROW and at the layover zones.
The bus carried similar heavy passenger loads as the current CNG buses operating on
the Orange Line, estimated at up to 90 passengers at peak loads.
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The bus has quick and smooth acceleration from 0 to 45 mph on the Orange Line
regardless of the passenger load. Except for the afternoon run on Thursday December
18, the bus ran all scheduled service without any reported issues.
The bus did leave the division late on Thursday December 18th due to a minor front door
interlock repair (not related to electric propulsion system). After this issue was repaired
by BYD, the operator then used the freeway from Warner Center Station to Hollywood
Station to make up some time. Freeway traffic allowed the operator to attain only 59
mph, but the bus appeared to have power to go faster. Weight distribution on all three
axles made it comfortable for the operator to maneuver the bus in freeway traffic and at
higher speeds. The following table shows the battery state of charge and the mileage
travelled during each run:
Date

12/15/14
12/16/14

12/17/14
12/18/14
12/19/14

Scheduled
Service

Operator

% SOC Used

In Service
Miles

Mornin
Afternoon
Morning

Mandee Sa o0
Efrain Gomez
Mandeep Sagoo

68
Not in service
Not in service

Afternoon
Mornin
Afternoon
Mornin
Afternoon
Morning

Efrain Gomez
Mandeep Sa o0
Efrain Gomez
Mandee Sa o0
Efrain Gomez
Mandeep Sagoo

104.7
71
104.1
67
104
Not in service

174.5
149
173.5
147
176.6
Not in service

Afternoon

Efrain Gomez

52%
Not in service*
Not in
service**
54%
43%
54%
41%
53%
Not in
service"""
53%

Projected Range
(Based on 100%
to10% SOC)
127.5
Not in service
Not in service

104.5

177.5

* Minor oil leak at rear axle. Bus held from afternoon service for BYD review.
"" Bus held from service to install triple bike rack.
**" Division scheduling conflict (not mechanical or bus related)

The same two drivers operated the bus, one in the morning run and the other in the
afternoon run, to limit variation in the driving. Based on the data provided in the table
above, the afternoon driver consistently achieved average energy use of approximately
2.7 kWh/mi., while the morning driver achieved average energy use of approximately
3.2 kWh/mi. The afternoon driver, therefore, achieved approximately 17% greater range
(miles) than the morning driver on a single charge of battery pack.
The bus averaged 50% SOC for 89 miles in service and the projected range (based on
90% SOC depletion of the battery pack from 100% to 10% SOC)is 160.2 miles.
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PASSENGER FEEDBACK
Overall passenger feedback was very positive. BYD articulated bus color and design
were unique and the vehicle received many positive comments from Metro passengers.
The exterior noise level of BYD articulated bus is so low that some inattentive
passengers were surprised by the bus's approach. In a few cases, some passengers
stepped-off CNG articulated buses in order to ride the BYD articulated bus. Some
passengers were disappointed to learn that this was only a limited test; other
passengers wanted to know how many electric buses Metro intended to buy and when
would they be available in service. During testing BYD's articulated bus ran with
passenger loads typical for Orange Line service, estimated at up to 90 passengers
during most runs (this bus did not have a passenger counter).
OPERATOR FEEDBACK
Operators' comments:
• Speed –Good take off, can go up to 50mph when needed; limited speed on
freeway—maximum is 59mph.
• Braking –very smooth with no problems
• Air conditioning –works well
• Doors – No. 3 door (rear door) cannot be seen by operator from the front of the
bus. Need to be able to see people going in and out. Would like a system that
adds a camera view on the exterior and elimination or reduction of one of the
interior battery towers so that the doors can be seen by mirrors.
• Sun visor is too small for the front. Doesn't cover enough area, although this
may interfere with placement of Smart Drive
• Rear step –Steps to go to rear of bus has extra high risers and may make it
difficult for passengers. Some passageways through the coach may be too
narrow.
• Windshield –good view
• Left outside mirror –just the right height
• Bus height –rear part of the bus is lower than the CNG buses we operate.
• Wheelchair ramp is too slow to deploy. There is a 5 second delay and the
emergency lights did not flash when the wheelchair is being deployed.
• Kneeling feature was inoperative during testing.
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• Lock —the bus needs an external lock so that the bus can be locked from the
outside.
• Bus was responsive in all-weather condition —rain, fog, or sunlight
• The bus overall is a great bus; the BYD representatives indicated that all of the
items mentioned above are fixable.
Transportation Manager's comments:
• Bus needs rollback protection
• Additional illumination facing forward
• A camera that views the operator
• Increase passenger door width to promote faster boarding and alighting
Data collected during the test period provides valuable information for Metro and BYD.
BYD will use the data to optimize the second prototype bus scheduled for Altoona
testing in 2015. Metro can use the data to update current 60-ft. articulated battery
electric bus specifications for potential use in future vehicle procurements.
OPPORTUNITY CHARGING
While not part of this demonstration, several firms are working to develop "opportunity
charging" systems that might allow for extended range and full day operation. There
are several firms working on this technology, and BYD does have operating experience
working with WAVE out of Salt Lake City. Other companies that are developing similar
opportunity charging systems include Eaton, Bombarier and Wampler.
According to BYD, the en-route or on-route charging for a BYD 60' articulated bus is
going to cost approximately $300,000.00 fora 200kw charger (inductive unit, no
overhead wires or exposed cables. The entire unit is mounted underground), and about
$50,000.00 per bus for the secondary pad (the part of the charger that is onboard the
bus). This would charge at the same rate as the BYD overnight charger but does not
include the bringing in of power to the location where the in-ground unit is located.
This unit will be deployed within 18 months.
Right now BYD is also testing a 50kW system for AVTA, and WAVE is demonstrating
another 50kW inductive charge system in Utah as well.
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CONCLUSIONS
During service, the overall operational performance of the BYD articulated bus was
excellent. This bus was significantly quieter than standard CNG 40-ft. buses, and is
even quieter than BYD's 40' battery electric buses. It has very smooth acceleration,
deceleration and a responsive regenerative braking system. Operators were impressed
with the performance and maneuverability of this bus on the Orange Line and in
freeway traffic. Electric bus energy consumption rates did appear to vary significantly
depending on how aggressively the bus was driven.
Metro's operating experience shows that introduction of this bus into the Orange Line
operating system would require significant changes to operator training. Based on the
data obtained during the test, changes to operator training for operators of electric
buses would be highly beneficial. It could significantly reduce average energy use and
extend effective vehicle range. Metro should consider changes in driver assignment (i.e.
dedicating drivers to electric buses only rather than allowing drivers to drive electric
buses one day and CNG buses the ne~ct day) and an on-going monitoring of driver
average energy use combined with arecognition/incentive program for achieving low
energy use. Based on the test result, there is a high probability that Metro will, one-day
soon, introduce electric buses on a large scale to the Orange Line, therefore, Metro
should begin planning operational changes required to optimize their use, in addition to
threshold technical requirements based on current operational practice.
The bus performance was similar (maybe better) than standard CNG articulated buses,
and it would not require significant changes to the traffic signal priority system, the top
operating speed or the schedule time on the Orange Line. The only maintenance
required to this bus involved checking door systems and axles, both standard bus repair
items that are similar to equipment currently in use at Metro. The battery and
propulsion system required no maintenance during the test.
Even with the extensive battery storage system on this bus, the range of this bus was
inadequate and would be unsuitable as a direct replacement of existing Orange Line
CNG buses. Running additional 60' electric articulated buses is not likely practical until
these buses can provide at least 250+ miles operating range. Even with mid-day
charging, this testing showed that the BYD 60' all electric design was able to deliver
about 150 miles each day, about half of what Metro currently schedules for CNG buses
on this line. While battery charge level measurements are not very precise, and battery
vehicles should never be run down to a zero charge state, staff did extrapolate that this
bus could have an in-service operating range of approximately 150-190 miles.
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While not tested this week, there may be technical approaches available using in-route
"Opportunity Charging" to increase vehicle range, similar to systems used by Foothill
Transit's Proterra buses. There are several new opportunity charging systems being
introduced into the transit marketplace that could potentially extend the operating range
for an electric bus. Integrating opportunity charging into Orange Line operations would
have both capital and operating budget implications.
Finally, assuming there continue to be improvements in battery technologies,
particularly in terms of energy storage density and battery costs, it is feasible that an allelectric articulated bus could become a more viable option for use on Metro's Orange
Line and other services in the future.
- January 15, 2015

Prepared by:

John Drayton, Director of Vehicle Technology
Kwesi Annan, Project Engineer
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report summarizes an analysis of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority's (LACMTA) experience with operating 45-foot composite structure buses over the last
ten years. Based on this experience the authors developed alife-cycle cost analysis to compare
the total ownership cost of these buses to traditional 40-foot steel structure buses, as well as to
hypothetical 40-foot composite structure buses.
See table 1 for a summary of comparative operating and cost metrics for LACMTA's existing 45-ft
composite structure buses compared to their 40-ft steel structure buses over the last two years.
Also included in Table 1 are projected total average life cycle costs for each bus type, based on
the life cycle cost analysis.
As shown, compared to 40-ft steel buses LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses have higher mean distance
between failure and lower per-mile maintenance costs, but they have significantly higher accident
rates. Despite higher accident rates the average per-mile cost of major accident repairs is only
slightly higher for CompoBuses than for steel buses because the average repair cost per accident
is lower.
Projected average life-time total costs ($/mile) are approximately 9% lower for CompoBuses than
for steel buses despite higher purchase and overhaul costs. This is due both to lower annual
maintenance costs and longer bus life (18 years rather than 14). Given their higher capacity (44
seats compared to 36) the cost advantage of 45-ft CompoBuses is even greater on a seat-mile
basis; projected life-time average costs per seat mile are almost 26% lower for 45-ft
CompoBuses than for 40-ft steel buses.
Table i Comparative metrics for 45-ft composite buses and 40-ft steel buses.

-~

Mean Distance
Between Failure

mi

--

4,182

2,701

Maintenance Work
Orders

#/100,000 mi

384

420

Total Accidents

# 100 000 mi

4.0

3.1

Major Accidents

#/10 million
mi

2.9

1.1

Days

59

123
0.37

Major Accident
Avera a Re air Time
Fuel Cost

mi

0.37

Maintenance Cost

mi

0.78

1.04

25 032
0.0072

61 192

Major Accident
Avera a Re air Cost
Average Mid-life
Overhaul Cost
Projected Total Life
C cle Cost

accident
mile
$
mi
/seat-mi

$42,531

0.0066
$34,242

5.40

5.95

0.123

0.165
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LACMTA bus operators generally have an unfavorable opinion of 45-ft CompoBuses, preferring to
drive 40-ft buses or even 60-ft articulated buses. Operators dislike the driving dynamics of the
45-ft CompoBuses, in particular the longer turning radius. Maintenance personnel also have two
major complaints about the maintainability of existing CompoBuses. First, these buses
experience significant electrical problems due to loss of ground; second, major body panels and
other heavy components that are glued to the composite structure come loose and must be
constantly repaired.
Given the significant cost advantage of composite structure buses LACMTA should consider
pursuing the purchase of additional buses of this type. The major complaints of maintenance
personnel could likely be addressed by design changes on future buses. However, it is likely not
possible to significantly change the turning radius or driving dynamics of a 45-ft bus to address
current operator complaints. One option would be to purchase shorter CompoBuses - either 40ft or 42-ft. This would address operator complaints about driving dynamics and might also
reduce accident rates, but the lower seating capacity of a shorter bus would significantly reduce
the cost advantage of Compobuses compared to steel buses.
There are no U.S. manufacturers currently producing composite structure buses with traditional
drivetrains and natural gas engines; the only manufacturer currently selling composite structure
buses sells only electric buses. In order to entice any manufacturer to produce composite
structure buses in the future, LACMTA will likely need to pay a premium to cover re-design and
start-up costs. In addition, they will likely need to commit to a multi-year firm order for 50 100 buses per year for at least four years.
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1. PURPOSE
This report was commissioned by the Advanced Transit Vehicle Consortium in order to conduct a
comprehensive analysis of LACMTA's operating experience with their fleet of 45-foot composite
structure buses. The intent of this analysis is to evaluate the life cycle operating costs of these
buses compared to the operating costs of traditional 40-foot steel frame buses, as well as to
identify any non-financial issues associated with these buses, including those related to safety,
bus operator and customer experience and perception, and effects on maintenance operations
and planning.
Based on this analysis the authors were tasked to develop recommendations for future composite
bus purchasing by LACMTA, including specific recommendations as to whether or not to pursue
future purchases of both 45-foot and 40-foot composite structure buses.

2. CURRENT COMPOSITE BUS FLEET
All of the composite structure buses operated by LACMTA were manufactured by North American
Bus Industries (NABI), which called this model the CompoBus'"'. These vehicles were purchased
by LACMTA between 2004 and 2013. NABI built a total of approximately 900 CompoBuses
during that time frame; with 662 buses purchased, LACMTA was by far the single largest
CompoBus customer. The only other transit agency with a large number of CompoBuses is Valley
Metro in Phoenix, Arizona, which purchased approximately 200.
2.1

Composite Bus Description
Traditional low floor transit buses are constructed with a welded tubular steel frame, which is
then covered by steel, aluminum, or composite body panels which are riveted, bolted, or bonded
to this frame. The interior bus floor is typically constructed of marine grade plywood bolted and
bonded to the steel frame, and covered by a rubber or plastic surface material. Windows and
doors are inserted into openings in the steel frame and bolted or bonded to the frame, and other
metal components (engine, transmission, suspension) are also welded or bolted to the steel
frame (See Figure 1).
The CompoBuses do not use a steel frame. The load bearing structure, walls, roof, and floor are
all constructed of fiberglass composite, with a design and construction method similar to that
used for many small and medium-sized marine vessels. This composite structure is composed of
a balsa wood core covered on both sides by fiber glass cloth that is saturated with a vinyl ester
resin. Certain areas of the structure may use carbon fiber cloth instead of, or in addition to,
glass fiber cloth for added strength.
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Figure 1

Steel structure bus without body panels.

The full CompoBus structure is composed of 80-90 composite components that are manufactured
separately and then bonded together with resin and/or glue; however, about 80% of the entire
structure is comprised of two pieces -the top and bottom sections of the main "tub", which when
bonded together enclose the entire passenger compartment of the bus (see Figures 2 and 3).
The composite components of the CompoBus are constructed in a series of molds which define
the shape of the final piece. Several layers of dry fiberglass cloth are laid against the surface of
the mold, followed by a flexible mat constructed of small squares of balsa wood. Several more
layers of fiberglass cloth are then laid on top of the balsa wood and the mold is covered by a
vacuum bag. Liquid resin is pumped onto the top of the fiberglass/balsa and a vacuum pulls the
resin through to the outside surface against the mold, saturating all of the glass and balsa layers.
After approximately 24 hours the resin cures to a solid, which bonds all of the layers together.
The piece is then removed from the mold.

Figure 2

Laying up bottom section of CompoBus structural tub in the mold.

All of the separate composite components are then bonded together to form the floor, roof, and
walls of the bus (the structure). The engine/transmission and suspension components are
through-bolted to the composite structure using metal torque plates molded into the composite
during manufacturing. The windows, doors, and other interior and exterior metal components
are then glued/bonded to the composite structure to complete the bus.
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Top and bottom section of CompoBus structural tub being joined.

Steel is subject to corrosion (rust) and it is typical for a traditional steel structure bus to
experience significant corrosion damage during its 12 - 15 year life; the mid-life overhaul of a
LACMTA steel structure bus at year seven usually includes significant corrosion damage repairs.
Historical experience of accumulated corrosion damage is a significant contributor to LACMTA's
policy decision to retire steel structure buses after 14 years in service; at this point accumulated
corrosion damage typically starts to affect the bus' structural integrity and is not cost-effective to
repair.
Composite structure buses are not subject to structural corrosion. As such, they are expected to
be able to stay in service longer than steel structure buses. The manufacturer provides a limited
20 year structural warranty for CompoBuses, and LACMTA currently intends to keep them in
service for 18 years or more.
A composite bus structure also reacts differently in a crash than a steel bus structure. For most
crashes -even those at relatively low speed -steel structures tend to deform, resulting in
permanent damage that must be repaired. The composite structure, on the other hand, can
absorb the energy of some low-speed crashes without permanent deformation. It is expected,
therefore, that composite buses will, on average, require fewer accident repairs over their lifetime than steel structure buses.
However, when composite structures do require repairs due to structural damage from high
energy crashes the repair process is significantly different than that for steel structure buses.
Repair of composite structures requires different tooling and skills, which are not typically
available in most bus repair facilities.
Composite structures are also lighter than steel structures, which allows for construction of a
longer, higher capacity bus. The size of steel structure buses is effectively limited by axle weight
limits; two-axle buses are limited to approximately 40-feet in length, which will allow for 36 - 40
seatsl. Most of LACMTA's CompoBuses are 45-feet long and have 46 seats3, but they are only
1,000 pounds heavier than recently purchased 40-ft steel structure buses from the same
manufacturer.

'LACMTA low floor 40-ft buses have historically had 40 seats. Future bus purchases will have 38 seats due to the inclusion of a new
wheelchair restraint system.
Z The first 20 CompoBuses purchased by LACMTA, which were delivered in 2003, are 40-ft buses.
'
Future 45-ft CompoBUS purchases would be expected to have 44 seats due to the inclusion of a new wheelchair restraint system.
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LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses have the same front and rear overhang length as 40-ft buses from
the same manufacturer — as such they have a longer wheelbase and a longer turning radius than
any of LACMTA's 40-ft buses°. This longer turning radius limits the locations in which they can be
used, and affects the way that bus operators must approach and complete turns.
2.2

Composite Bus Location and Usage
LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses comprise 29% of the total active fleet of 2,194 buses (as of
December 10, 2014); another 53% of buses are 40-ft long and 18% are 60-ft articulated buses.
The CompoBuses were delivered in 2004 (95), 2008 (258), 2009 (40), 2010 (84), and 2012
(149). The oldest CompoBuses in the fleet are now eleven years old and have already had a
mid-life overhaul. The newest buses are less than three years old. Even if LACMTA does not buy
any more CompoBuses there will be a significant number of them in the fleet through at least
2030.
The 45-ft CompoBuses are used throughout LACMTA's service territory; nine of eleven operating
divisions have assigned 45-ft buses. At five of these divisions the 45-ft buses comprise more
than 50% of the fleet at that location.
Seven percent of LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses are regularly used in highway/express service,
15% are regularly used in Metro Rapid Service and 78% are used in Metro Local services. This is
similar to the distribution of LACMTA's 40-ft buses by type of service.
Initially LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses were assigned to routes as aone-for-one replacement of
40-ft buses, essentially increasing seating capacity by 15% on the lines where used, without
changing bus headways on the route. In the last few years LACMTA has moved 45-ft buses to
overcrowded routes, thus providing greater service and relieving overcrowding without having to
add buses to the schedule or incurring additional costs for bus operators.
Over the past two years LACMTA's 45-ft buses accumulated an average of 38,000 miles per year
in service per bus, while the average annual mileage accumulation for 40-ft buses over the same
time period was approximately 36,000 miles.

2.3

Operating Experience
This section discusses LACMTA's operating experience with 45-ft CompoBuses, including inservice fuel use, accident rates, mean distance between in-service failures (MDBF), bus out-ofservice time, and the perspectives of bus operators.
For all of these operating metrics the performance of 45-ft CompoBuses is compared to the
performance of LACMTA's 40-ft steel structure buses. Comparative accident rates and MDBF are
based on all recorded accidents and chargeable road callsb for the entire LACMTA fleet between
December 1, 2012 and November 30, 2014 (two years). The bus operator perspective is based
on discussion with Transportation Managers and Bus Operator Training Supervisors from Division
15.

2.3.1 Fuel Usage
All of LACMTA's 40-ft steel structure and 45-ft CompoBuses operate on compressed natural gas
fuel. LACMTA's general experience is that 45-ft CNG CompoBuses have virtually identical fuel
economy as the 40-ft CNG steel structure buses in their fleet. This is not surprising given that
they use the same engines and transmissions and have very similar gross vehicle weight(+/- 3%
for an unloaded bus and +/- 5% at full seated weight).
° LACMTA'S 60-ft articulated buses have a slightly shorter turning radius than 40-ft buses due to the articulation joint between the
front and rear sections of the bus.
5 Metro Rapid and Metro Local service operate along the same routes, but Metro Rapid Buses stop at only select, designated stops in
order to provide quicker service. Metro Rapid buses are painted red and Metro Local buses are painted California poppy orange.
6 This analysis does not include road calls for fare box defects.
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The over-all fleet average fuel economy for both types of buses in LACMTA service is 2.1 miles
per therm, or 2.9 miles per diesel equivalent gallon (DGE)~.
LACMTA's current price of natural gas fuel is approximately $0.778/therm or $1.07/DGE,
including the cost of the natural gas commodity and annual fuel station operating costs for
compressions.
Current LACMTA operating costs for fuel, for both 45-ft CompoBuses and 40-ft steel structure
buses, average $0.37/mile, or approximately $14,022 annually per bus for 45-ft CompoBuses
and $13,284 annually per bus for 40-ft steel buses. Annual costs are slightly higher for
CompoBuses due to 5% higher annual mileage accumulation.
2.3.2 Accident Rates
Over the past two years LACMTA's 642 45-ft CompoBuses have been involved in an average of
4.0 reportable accidents per 100,000 in-service miles. Over the same time period LACMTA's
1,550 40-ft steel structure buses have been involved in an average of 3.1 reportable accidents
per 100,000 in-service miles.
For both types of buses the three most common types of accident, in order of frequency, were:
"sideswipe-other vehicle passing our vehicle","sideswipe-other vehicle involved with bus
standing in zone" and "collision with fixed, stationary object". These three accident types
accounted for 34% of all accidents for 40-ft steel buses and 48% of all accidents for 45-ft
CompoBuses. CompoBuses had significantly higher rates of all three of these types of accidents
than 40-ft buses.
Other types of accidents for which CompoBus accident rates were more than double 40-ft bus
accident rates include: ~~turning left —other vehicle from left",'sideswipe-other vehicle from
opposite direction", and "turning left —other vehicle from rear".
These accidents included 14 "major" accidents involving CompoBuses and nine major accidents
involving 40-ft steel buses. A major accident is one in which the bus was so severely damaged
that it could not be repaired by Division Maintenance personnel and needed to be repaired at the
Central Maintenance Shop. Over the past two years the rate of major accidents was 2.9 per 10
million in-service miles for CompoBuses and 1.1 per 10 million in-service miles for 40-ft steel
buses.
2.3.3 Mean Distance between In-service Failures
Over the last two years LACMTA's 642 45-ft CompoBuses have experienced 11,657 road calls
while accumulating 48.7 million in-service miles, for an average of 4,182 miles between inservice failure.
Over the same time period LACMTA's 1,550 40-ft steel structure buses have experienced 30,933
road calls while accumulating 83.6 million in-service miles, for an average of 2,701 miles
between in service failure.
2.3.4 Bus Out-of-Service Time
Over the past two years 45-ft CompoBuses averaged 1.5 accidents and 7.6 other road calls per
bus per year. Assuming that buses were out of service for two days on average for accident
repair and one day on average for other road calls, CompoBuses averaged approximately 11 days

One therm is a quantity of natural gas containing 100,000 btu of energy (higher heating value). A diesel equivalent gallon is an
amount of natural gas containing the same energy as one gallon of diesel fuel (137,380 btu, higher heating value). One DGE of
natural gas is equivalent to 1.37 therms.
e This does not include amortization of capital costs for purchase of LACMTA natural as fuel stations.
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per year out of service for unscheduled maintenance, including an average of 0.6 day per bus per
year for major accident repairs (see Section 2.4.3).
Over the same time period 40-ft Steel Structure buses averaged 1.1 accidents per year, 12.2
other road calls per year and 0.5 days per bus per year for major accident repairs. As such
average annual out-of-service time for unscheduled maintenance for 40-ft steel buses was longer
than for CompoBuses, at approximately 15 days per bus.
2.3.5 Bus Operator Perspective
LACMTA bus operators have a generally unfavorable opinion of 45-foot CompoBuses, primarily
due to the longer turning radius compared to 40-ft buses. Operators complain that the bus
cannot make tight turns, which can result in the front of the bus moving across the centerline of
the roadway, especially on right hand turns.
In addition, the longer turning radius makes it harder to park a bus close to and parallel to the
curb when pulling into bus stops. With the buses parked further away from the curb it is harder
for passengers to board and may increase customer slips and falls. This problem is exacerbated
by the length of existing bus stops (90 feet), which were designed for 40-ft buses. If bus stops
were longer, operators could more easily pull a CompoBus parallel to the curb. Operators also
complain that they cannot park two CompoBuses in a bus stop at the same time, as they can
with 40-ft buses, which is often necessary in service.
As discussed in section 2.3.2, the 45-ft CompoBuses buses have experienced a much higher inservice accident rate over the last two years than 40-ft buses. However, the higher accident rate
does not appear to be primarily a function of the longer turning radius, but rather more a
function of the greater length of the bus. While 45-ft CompoBuses have a greater rate of
accidents involving left hand turns than 40-ft buses do ,the greatest difference in accident rates
comes from side swipes by other vehicles, both when passing a moving or a stationary bus. In
addition, LACMTA's 60-ft articulated buses have an even higher rate of in-service accidents than
45-ft buses, despite having a shorter turning radius than a 40-ft bus. The higher rate of accidents
for both 45-ft and 60-ft buses, especially accidents involving side-swipes, may be related to the
length of existing bus stops, which were designed for 40-ft buses; the longer buses cannot get
fully parallel to the curb, with the rear of the bus sticking further into the travel lane.
Some operators also indicated that CompoBuses "feel top heavy" and "drive like a brick"9. They
also stated that these buses do not brake as quickly as 40-ft buses.
Operators also noted that CompoBuses have a problem kneeling —once kneeled they are very
slow to recover to the correct ride height, which delays movement out of bus stops°. Another
complaint is that water collects in the roof compartment where the CNG tanks are located;
sometimes when pulling into a bus stop water sloshes out of the compartment and onto
passengers waiting at the stop; this water can also enter the bus because the windows leaky
On the positive side, operators did note that: CompoBuses have good aesthetics, they are quieter
(interior noise) than steel-framed buses, the bus operator compartment has good ergonomics
(same as 40-ft buses), and they also have better acceleration than 40-ft buses. Due to the
faster acceleration, and the fact that turning radius is less of an issue in this type of service,
several operators indicated than 45-ft CompoBuses are "very good freeway buses", but that they
are not good on local routes.
This may be due to the fact that 45-k CompoBuses have more weight on the front axle than 40-ft buses because the roof-mounted
CNG tanks are located further forward.
10 Maintenance managers indicate that the cause of this problem has been identified and the necessary corrections are in the process
of being implemented on the fleet.
"This issue has been noted by Maintenance and has been corrected on some buses. See section 2.4.
9
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There was general consensus that given a choice, operators would rather drive 40-ft buses, or
60-ft articulated buses, than 45-ft CompoBuses.
2.4

Maintenance Experience
This section discusses LACMTA's maintenance experience with 45-ft CompoBuses, including
running repairs completed by the various operating Divisions, major accident repairs and mid-life
overhauls completed at the Central Maintenance facility, and the perspectives of maintenance
managers.
Average maintenance and over haul costs for 45-ft CompoBuses are compared to maintenance
and overhaul costs for LACMTA's 40-ft steel structure buses. Comparative Divisional
maintenance costs and major accident repair costs are based on all recorded maintenance and
accident repair work orders for the entire LACMTA fleet between December 1, 2012 and
November 30, 2014 (two years). Mid-life overhaul costs are based on completed overhaul work
orders for the 8000 series of 45-ft CompoBuses which were manufactured in 2004 - 2005 and
overhauled in 2013 and 2014 (100 buses) and the 7500 series of NABI 40-ft steel frame buses
which were manufactured in 2005 and overhauled in 2013 and 2014(75 buses).
Discussion of maintenance issues experienced with 45-ft CompoBuses is based on discussion with
maintenance managers at Division 15, and managers and hourly workers at the Central
Maintenance Facility.

2.4.1 Division Running Repairs
Over the past two years there were an average of 384 maintenance work orders completed per
100,000 in-service miles for each of LACMTA's 642 45-ft CompoBuses. Over the same time
period there were an average of 420 maintenance work orders completed per 100,000 in-service
miles for each of LACMTA's 40-ft steel structure buses, or an average of 9% more for steel buses
compared to CompoBuses. These work orders covered both scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance completed at the Division garages. Unscheduled maintenance included repairs to all
bus systems, as well as repair of minor accident damagel~.
The total cost of these Division level maintenance activities averaged $0.78 per mile for 45-ft
CompoBuses and $1.04 per mile for 40-ft steel structure buses, as detailed in Table 2. Over the
past two years Division maintenance costs have been on average 33% higher for steel buses
than for CompoBuses. The per-mile cost to repair minor body damage, and to complete
preventive maintenance, was very similar for both bus types; the biggest cost difference was in
unscheduled repairs to various bus systems including engine, transmission, brakes, electrical,
and air conditioning.

'Z This does not include work orders related to preventive and corrective maintenance of fare boxes, radios, passenger counters, or
passenger information signs.
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Table 2 Average maintenance costs for 45-ft CompoBuses and 40-ft steel buses.

Average Maintenance cost
rni
ACTIVITY

Labor

Material

0.044

0.074

0.118

0.011

$0.012

0.023

0.226
0.081

0.277

0.503

Preventive Maintenance

0.052

TOTAL

0.361

0.416

0.133
0.777

Cam ai ns
Re air Bod Dama e
Other Re airs

.~ -

Total

_
Average Maintenance cost
mi

ACTIVITY
Cam ai ns
Re air Bod Dama e
Other Re airs
Preventive Maintenance
TOTAL

Labor

Material

0.037

0.076

0.112

0.015

0.013

0.028

Total

0.335

0.440

0.775

0.078

0.046

0.125

0.465

0.576

1.040

Maintenance managers indicate that the number one maintenance problem that they have
experienced with the 45-ft CompoBuses has been electrical issues due to loss of electrical
ground. While electrical issues are common on all buses, one senior mechanic said that these
were the "worst set of buses seen in 30 years" with respect to this issue. Managers attribute
these problems both to design issues unique to composite buses, and to workmanship issues
during bus manufacturing which can (and do) occur on steel structure buses as well.
On a steel structure bus it is easy to ground electrical components to the steel chassis structure.
Since fiberglass composite is not conductive, electrical components cannot be directly grounded
to the structure on a CompoBus. The manufacturer therefore installed a conductive grounding
bar along the entire length of the bus, which is located in the interior ceiling space near the
overhead light panels. This ground strip is constructed of short sections of stainless steel bolted
together. Managers expressed the opinion that this ground strip should have been constructed of
a different material with better conductive properties (carbon steel, or copper/bronze) and that it
should be one continuous piece; loss of ground occurs when the bolts holding the short sections
together loosen.
Other manufacturing workmanship problems contribute to loss of ground on CompoBuses,
including circuits with too many connections, poorly crimped connections, and too many grounds
on a single ground stud without being separated by nuts.
The other major maintenance problem experienced with CompoBuses is that a number of metal
components (interior stanchions, engine door, other hinged panels, air tank brackets, etc.) that
are glued to the composite structure tend to come loose and continually need to be re-glued.
When making glue repairs to correct loose brackets and panels the Division must wait 24 hours
for the glue to cure before putting the bus back into service, which increases out-of-service time
for CompoBuses compared to steel structure buses, and makes it harder for the Division to make
daily peak pull-out.
Division personnel occasionally drill holes through the composite structure and through-bolt
panels or brackets back in place, rather than making a proper glue repair. This is done out of
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frustration when the same component needs to be repaired again and again, and/or in order to
quickly get a bus back on the road to "make service".
Maintenance managers indicate that this problem of components coming loose is a design flaw
that could be corrected on future buses. Future buses should include metal tapping plates
molded into the composite structure for all heavy components (engine door, stanchions, and air
tank brackets) to allow these components to be securely bolted to the metal plate rather than
being glued. This is the approach currently used to attach suspension components and the
engine/transmission cradle to the composite structure. LACMTA has not experienced any
problems with these components coming loose or causing the composite structure to break or
crack in service.
Another problem with LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses is that the windows leak. Steel structure
buses have vertical sides, and flat windows which are easy to seal against the body panels.
CompoBuses have curved sides; the curve contributes to the strength of the composite structure.
This means that CompoBuses must have curved windows; however the curvature of the
aluminum window frames do not exactly match the curvature of the composite body and they
therefore do not seal properly. In addition, the doors on LACMTA's existing CompoBuses do not
seal against the bottom edge of the door opening13 — so water enters and pools on the floor
whenever the buses go through the bus wash.
Maintenance managers also indicate that 45-ft CompoBuses suffer greater tire damage than 40-ft
buses, especially to right-rear tires. They attribute this to bus operators hitting curbs, due to the
longer turning radius of these buses compared to 40-ft buses.
2.4.2 Mid-Life Overhauls
Average mid-life overhaul costs for LACMTA's 8000 series 45-ft CompoBuses and 7500 series
NABI 40-ft steel frame buses are shown in Table 3; this data is based on mid-life overhauls
completed on 76 steel frame buses and 98 CompoBuses in 2013 and 2014. As shown, mid-life
overhaul costs for the CompoBuses averaged 24% higher than overhaul costs for steel-framed
buses from the same manufacturer, with higher costs for both labor and materials.
Table 3 Average mid-life overhaul cost.

For both sets of buses the mechanical work during the mid-life overhaul included rebuilding of all
suspension components, rebuilding/overhaul of the transmission, and repowering with a new
Cummins ISB natural gas engine. Both of these series of buses were originally delivered with
Detroit Diesel Series 50G natural gas engines; this engine is no longer supported in the
marketplace so LACMTA decided to repower these buses with new engines rather than rebuilding
the old engines, as is typical during mid-life overhaul for most of their buses. The repower
increased mechanical overhaul costs for all of these buses compared to typical overhaul costs for
other buses.
For the 40-ft steel structure buses, body work during the mid-life overhaul included repair of
corrosion damage and new exterior paint.

"There is a brush closure on the bottom edge of the door rather than a rubber seal.
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For the 45-ft CompoBuses body work during the mid-life overhaul included repair of loose
brackets/doors, correction of previous improper composite repairs, repair of composite
delamination, and new exterior paint. In addition the body shop made modifications to the
drainage in the CNG tank compartment on the roof of the buses to alleviate the problem of water
collecting in this space.
Overhaul shop managers indicated that steel frame buses typically have significant corrosion
damage at year seven in service, which is corrected during the mid-life overhaul. They indicated
that while CompoBuses do not have similar levels of corrosion when presented for amid-life
overhaul, they do typically have a number of glued brackets/doors which have come loose and
must be repaired. They also typically have an accumulation of improper loose bracket and other
body repairs (See Section 2.4.1) which must be corrected. In addition, the 8000 series of buses
all had areas where the composite structure had delaminated (interior layer of fiberglass
separated from balsa core), especially the floors. These delaminated sections must be cut out
and repaired. See section 2.4.3 for a discussion of the repair process for composite structures.
Overhaul Shop managers expressed the opinion that some of these mid-life CompoBus structural
repairs could be reduced for future buses, with design changes during initial manufacturing (i.e.
use of tapping plates molded into composite structure to anchor heavy components, rather than
glue), but that some level of structural deterioration (i.e. delamination) was likely inevitable after
seven years in service, given the punishing duty cycle for urban transit buses.
For steel structure buses LACMTA does amid-life overhaul at approximately year seven, and then
buses are retired at approximately year 14 without any additional programmed overhauls.
LACMTA currently plans to keep CompoBuses in service for at least 18 years. When asked
whether this would be possible with only amid-life overhaul at year seven, Overhaul Shop
managers expressed doubt. They indicated that some type of "life extension" overhaul would
likely be required at year 14. Such a life extension program would likely include repair of loose
brackets and structural delamination on most buses, as well as limited engine/transmission
overhauls on some portion of the buses, and repair of suspension problems on some buses.
2.4.3 Major Accident Repairs
Over the past two years the Central Maintenance facility completed 14 work orders for major
accident repairs to 45-ft CompoBuses. Total costs for each work order, including labor and
materials, ranged from $5,025 to $75,937, with an average of $25,032 for all fourteen buses.
Repair time (from accident date to work order completion) ranged from 21 to 124 days, with an
average of 59 days for all fourteen buses.
Over the same time period Central Maintenance completed nine work orders for major accident
repairs to 40-ft steel structure buses. Total costs for each work order, including labor and
materials, ranged from $8,942 to $146,362, with an average of $61,191 for all nine buses.
Repair time (from accident date to work order completion) ranged from 43 to 312 days, with an
average of 123 days for all nine buses.
The total cost of these major accident repairs averaged $0.0072 per mile for 45-ft CompoBuses
and $0.0066 per mile for 40-ft steel structure buses. Despite higher costs per repair, average
costs per mile were 9% lower for 40-ft steel buses due to a lower per-mile rate of major
accidents.
Overhaul shop personnel have a strong perception that repairs to CompoBuses take longer (labor
hours) and keep a bus out of service longer than repairs to steel structure buses, but as noted
above this is not confirmed by repair records for the last two years; during the last two years
major accident repairs to steel structure buses took, on average, twice as long as major repairs
to CompoBuses.
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There are several factors that contribute to the perception of increased out-of-service time for
major repairs to CompoBuses compared to steel buses. First, it is not always clear the best way
to repair a composite structure to maintain full structural integrity —often LACMTA must consult
with a structural engineer from the manufacturer to identify the best repair method for a specific
accident.
Also, to effect a repair it is often necessary to cut out an entire section of the bus structure and
bond in a new "part". To maintain the original exterior shape of the bus the new part must be
created in a mold. LACMTA often purchases these parts from the bus manufacturer, which
makes them in the original bus mold. Since each part is unique they are not stocked by the
manufacturer and must be created on demand, which can take several weeks or more. Recently
LACMTA has begun to develop molds and create their own parts for pieces used for common
repairs. This will reduce the total time required for some, but not all repairs.
Finally, all composite repairs require a 24 hour cure time — in many cases more than one layer of
fiberglass needs to be added in a specific area to complete the repair, and each layer requires 24
hours to cure before the next layer can be added.
Central Maintenance Shop personnel also indicated that while CompoBuses may be able to better
survive a low speed crash than steel structure buses, suffering only cosmetic damage, higher
speed crashes do more damage to composite structures than to steel structures, resulting in
more expensive repairs. That being said, several managers indicated that LACMTA has
successfully repaired several CompoBuses that had been involved in very severe crashes; their
assessment was that a steel structure bus involved in a similar crash would have suffered such
severe damage that it would not have been economically repairable and the bus would have been
scrapped.
Again, repair records for the past two years do not support this perception of maintenance
personnel that CompoBuses suffer more damage in high speed crashes than steel structure
buses; as discussed above, over the past two years the major repairs made to steel buses have
been significantly more costly than the repairs made to CompoBuses. Given the small sample
size, however, it is not clear whether this cost differential would be representative of the relative
repair costs over the entire life of a CompoBus fleet.
The skills and tools required to make repairs to composite structures are completely different
than the skills and tools required to repair steel structures. LACMTA recruits maintainers for the
Central Maintenance Facility body shop with general body shop experience; in most cases they
likely have some exposure to composite repair but much greater experience with steel structure
repairs. Several years ago LACMTA contracted with an individual with long experience
manufacturing composite boat hulls, to provide two weeks of training in composite repair
techniques to five Central Maintenance facility employees. There was general agreement among
all employees interviewed that more training is required, both for Central Maintenance body shop
employees and for body maintainers assigned to the Division garages, who are tasked to make
minor repairs to CompoBuses.
In addition, Central Maintenance employees indicated that in order to control the dust created
during composite repairs they currently complete most repairs in the paint booth. They indicated
that one or more maintenance bays should be outfitted with walls and ventilation equipment that
would allow for composite repairs without contaminating surrounding areas with resin dust.
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MANUFACTURER PERSPECTIVE
North American Bus Industries (NABI) is no longer actively producing CompoBuses, and none of
the other major transit bus manufacturers currently produce buses with composite structures.
There is only one U.S. company that currently sells composite structure transit buses —this is
Proterra, which manufactures 35-ft and 42-ft battery electric buses. Proterra is a small
manufacturer that makes only electric buses —they do not manufacture buses with traditional
diesel or natural gas propulsion systems.
NABI began production of the CompoBus in 2003. The bus' composite structures were
manufactured at a company-owned factory in Hungary and shipped to the U.S. for final assembly
into a completed bus. NABI created two sets of CompoBus molds. One set can be used to create
45-ft buses, and one set can be used to create both 40-ft and 45-ft buses (there is a five-foot
knock out section in the middle). The main two-piece tub structure is the gating item during
CompoBus manufacturing. Manufacture of each piece occupies the mold for three days; one day
(one shift) to lay up the structure, one day (24 hours) for the composite to cure, and one day
(one shift) to clean up and recondition the mold for re-use. Using two sets of molds the NABI
factory could produce approximately four buses per week or 200 buses per year. To increase this
production rate additional molds would need to be made.
After delivery of several hundred buses (including 120 to LACMTA) manufacturing was
discontinued in 2006 due to lack of demand. In 2008, when LACMTA expressed interest in
purchasing a large number of additional CompoBuses, NABI re-started production in Hungary.
After completion of the last LACMTA order in early 2013 NABI again shut down production of
CompoBuses because they had no follow-on orders. In July 2013 NABI was purchased by New
Flyer Industries, Inc.(New Flyer). The acquisition included rights to the CompoBus design, as
well as the existing manufacturing tooling (molds), but it did not include the Hungarian factory
where the composite structures had been built. In order to again re-start production of the
CompoBus New Flyer/NABI would either need to create a new factory (including recruiting and
training staff) or would need to contract out production of the composite structures to a third
party, which is the approach taken by Proterra.
Proterra contracts out production of their composite bus structures to TPI Composites, Inc. TPI,
which started as a yacht builder, is now a major composite structures manufacturer, which in
addition to Proterra bus structures produces composite wind turbine blades, structural
components for military vehicles, and structural components for other transportation systems
(i.e. rail, mag-lev). The Proterra bus structure is very similar in design to the NABI CompoBus,
and is manufactured using virtually the same materials and processes. TPI currently has one set
of molds for the Proterra 42-ft bus, and according to Proterra can produce two buses per week or
100 buses per year (the same production rate reported by NABI for CompoBus).
Proterra staff indicated that the company is committed to continuing production of composite
buses. They believe that the composite structure is well suited to electric buses specifically, for
two reasons 1) lower weight, and 2) better thermal insulation compared to steel structures. The
lower weight of the bus structure is important because heavy batteries increase the weight of an
electric bus and can limit passenger capacity and/or violate axle weight limits. Better thermal
insulation reduces passenger compartment heating/cooling loads in extreme climates, thus
reducing required battery size and weight. Proterra also notes that composite structures provide
better sound attenuation and produce less "chassis noise" than steel buses, and that they can
absorb low speed impacts with less damage.
Proterra indicates that their 42-ft bus (which has 40 seats) has a curb weight of 27,500 pounds,
including 4,400 pounds of batteries. This is 5,300 pounds less than LACMTA's 45-ft CompoBuses,
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though these buses are not directly comparable because the Proterra buses do not have a CNG
fuel system or diesel engine and transmission.
A NABI representative estimated that the per-bus cost of producing the 45-ft CompoBus
composite structures was approximately $50,000 more than the cost of producing a steel bus
structure. However, Proterra indicated that at full production their cost of purchasing a complete
composite structure from TPI would be in the range of $60,000 -since they do not produce steel
buses they had no point of comparison with a similar steel structure. The difference in stated
costs may be due to the different production arrangements used by NABI and Proterra.
NABI indicated that they have no plans to re-start CompoBus production because they do not see
a market for the product. Given that their production processes resulted in higher production
costs for CompoBuses compared to steel buses the CompoBuses were not competitive with steel
buses in low bid procurements, which are typical in the transit industry.
In addition, production of CompoBuses requires a completely different set of tooling and skills
than production of steel buses, so it is difficult to mix production of both types of buses in the
same facility using the same workers.
Without a steady demand for the product NABI would need to start up and shut down a new
factory or production line each time they got an order. This is costly and also creates a
distraction for management that can negatively affect other parts of their core business. In order
to entice NABI (or another manufacturer) back into the composite bus business there would have
to be firm demand over a fairly long period of time - i.e. five years or more.
Demand would not necessarily need to exceed 100 buses per year (expected annual production
rate using one mold), but would have to include a firm commitment over multiple years in order
to justify the costs and management time required for start-up. NABI indicated that the standard
industry practice of awarding a base one year contract with "options" for additional purchases in
later years would not be sufficient to justify start-up of CompoBus production. Because options
are not firm orders they could not be used to justify start-up costs. Rather, NABI (and
presumably other manufacturers) would require a firm multi-year contract.

4.

LIFE CYCLE COST ANALYSIS
This section summarizes the results of a life cycle cost analysis that estimates total ownership
costs of 45-ft and 40-ft composite structure buses and compares them to total ownership costs of
40-ft steel structure buses. This analysis is forward-looking and is intended to evaluate life-cycle
costs for future new buses that might be purchased by LACMTA in 2015 or later, in order to
inform future purchasing decisions. This analysis does not attempt to estimate actual life-cycle
costs for existing LACMTA CompoBuses.
The elements of cost included in the analysis are: bus purchase cost; mid-life and life-extension
overhau► costs; annual fuel costs; annual direct maintenance costs, including costs for accident
repairs; and bus operator labor costs. The analysis does not include any costs for amortization of
LACMTA fueling or maintenance facilities, or overhead costs for maintenance and transportation
supervision or management.
The major assumptions used in the analysis are shown in Table 4. Fuel use, and maintenance
and mid-life overhaul costs, for 45-ft composite and 40-ft steel buses are based on current
LACMTA experience, as discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4. This is a conservative approach
because it does not account for any design changes on future composite buses that might reduce
maintenance and overhaul costs, as discussed in Section 2.4. For both 45-ft and 40-ft composite
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buses the analysis assumes that alife-extension overhaul would be required in year 14 in order
to achieve an 18-year in-service life. The analysis assumes that the cost of this life extension
overhaul would be half the cost of a mid-life overhaul.
Table 4 Major assumptions for life cycle cost analysis.
,,
Purchase Price
Mid-life OH
Life extension OH
Maintenance &
Re air /mi
Retirement Year
Annual Miles
Fuel Use DGE/mi
Number of Seats
Fuel Cost
O erator

/DGE
hr

Inflation
Discount Rate

565 000
42,500
21 250
$0.784

555 000
42 500
21 250
$0.775

.,

490 000
34 000
NA
$1.047

18

18

14

38 000

36 000

0.345

38 000
0.328

0.345

44

36

36

1.07
33.50
Fuel 2.8%; Other 1.9%
4%

Fuel use for 40-ft composite buses is based on an assumed weight reduction of 10% compared to
45-ft compo buses, consistent with manufacturer discussions. For conservatism these buses are
assumed to have identical maintenance and overhaul costs as 45-ft composite buses, except that
$/mi costs for accident repair were adjusted downward to reflect accident rates consistent with
40-ft steel buses.
Fuel costs, operator labor costs, and annual bus usage (miles) and in-service speed (MPH) are
current averages for the entire LACMTA fleet. The timing of mid-life overhauls and bus
retirement are in accordance with current LACMTA policy.
Inflation rates for annual fuel, maintenance, and operator labor costs are consistent with
assumptions in the Energy Information Administration Annual Energy Outlook, 2014.
The assumed purchase price of $490,000 per bus for 40-ft steel structure buses is consistent
with LACMTA's latest competitive bus purchase in 2013. Pricing for future composite structure
buses is less certain. Pricing for the last LACMTA negotiated purchase of 150 CompoBuses in
2011 was $508,000 per bus. Previously LACMTA had paid a base price of $612,000 per bus for
41 CompoBuses in 2009, and $610,000 per bus for an option order of an additional 100
CompoBuses in 2010.
These prices imply that the incremental cost of a composite bus compared to a steel bus could be
as low as $20,000 per bus, or as high as $120,000 per bus. The base analysis assumes an
incremental cost of $75,000 fora 45-ft composite bus ($565,000) and $65,000 fora 40-ft
composite bus ($555,000). This is in line with what NABI estimates as the incremental
manufacturing cost of producing composite buses ($50,000), but reflects the fact that there is
currently no manufacturer producing CNG buses with composite structures, and future pricing
would likely reflect additional design and manufacturing start-up costs.
The results of the life cycle cost analysis are shown in Table 5
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Table 5 Results of life cycle cost analysis.
- Life-time Total Cost

~ ~
4 903 381

3 727 655

$ Current
NPV

$3,694,797

$3,667,908

$2,999,875

18
684,000

18
684,000

504,000

30 096 000
7.22

24 624 000
7.17

Life-time Total Seat-Miles
mile
/seat-mile
AVG COST CURRENT $
(NPV)
Diff vs Steel
(NPV)

-

4 937 146

Years in Service
Life-time Total Miles
AVG COST ACTUAL $

~ ~

Actual

0.164

0.199

14
18 144 000
7.40
0.205

mile

5.40

5.36

5.95

seat-mile

0.123

0.149

0.165

mile
/seat-mile

-9.2%

-9.9%

NA

-25.7%

-9.9%

NA

As shown, life-time average per-mile costs are projected to be 9.2% lower for 45-ft CompoBuses
than for 40-ft steel buses. Life-time average per mile costs are projected to be 9.9% lower for
40-ft CompoBuses than for 40-ft steel buses. Despite higher purchase and over-haul costs
CompoBuses are projected to have lower average total cost over their lifetime than steel buses,
due to both lower annual maintenance costs (consistent with current LACMTA experience) and a
four-year longer life and therefore higher life-time miles. Forty-foot CompoBuses are projected
to have lower average life-time per-mile costs than 45-ft Compobuses due to lower annual fuel
costs and lower annual repair costs for accident damage.
On a seat-mile basis the cost advantage of 45-ft CompoBuses is even greater compared to 40-ft
steel buses, due to their higher seating capacity (44 seats per bus compared to 36). Life-time
average cost per seat-mile is projected to be almost 26% lower for 45-ft CompoBuses than for
40-ft steel buses.
The data in Table 5 assumes that 45-ft CompoBuses will cost $565,000 each (15% more than
40-ft steel buses) and that LACMTA will keep them in service for 18 years. The life cycle cost
model projects that even if LACMTA had to pay $650,000/bus(33% more than 40-ft steel buses)
and only kept in service 15 years CompoBus would still be less expensive to operate ($/mile)
than steel buses and would still provide an 18% reduction in life-time average cost per seat-mile.

5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

Future Bus Purchases
Given the significant cost advantage of composite structure buses, particularly on a seat-mile
basis, LACMTA should consider pursuing the purchase of additional buses of this type.

There are no U.S. manufacturers currently producing composite structure buses with traditional
drivetrains and natural gas engines; the only manufacturer currently selling composite structure
buses sells only electric buses. In order to entice any manufacturer to produce composite
structure buses in the future, LACMTA will likely need to pay a premium to cover re-design and
start-up costs. In addition, they will likely need to commit to a multi-year firm order for 50 100 buses per year for at least four years. Discussions with the prior manufacturer of
CompoBuses indicates that the existence of firm demand over multiple years would be critical to
their decision to re-start CompoBus production. Stopping and starting composite production to
address single orders is cost-prohibitive and disruptive to their manufacturing operations.
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If purchasing additional composite structure buses LACMTA should pursue three specific design
changes to address the major complaints of maintenance personnel about current CompoBuses,
and to further reduce maintenance costs:
1. install asingle-piece copper or mild steel electrical grounding bus bar along the length of the
bus in lieu of the multi-piece stainless steel ground bus used on existing CompoBuses
2. During manufacture install metal tapping plates into the composite structure to be used to
secure heavy components (engine and panel doors, air tanks, stanchions, etc.) to the
structure instead of gluing or bonding them, and
3. Identify alternative windows with a better match to the bus sidewall curvature to reduce or
eliminate water leaks
It is likely not possible to significantly change the turning radius or driving dynamics of a 45-ft
bus to address operator complaints with current 45-ft CompoBuses. One option available to
LACMTA would be to purchase shorter CompoBuses — either 40-ft or 42-ft. This would address
operator complaints about driving dynamics and might also reduce accident rates, but the lower
seating capacity of a shorter bus would significantly reduce the cost advantage of composite
buses compared to steel buses.
5.2

Current CompoBuses
LACMTA's steel framed buses undergo amid-life overhaul in year seven or eight and are
generally retired in year 14. LACMTA has already begun to perform mid-life overhauls on the
oldest CompoBuses in year 8, but they plan to keep them in service for 18 years rather than 14.
In order to achieve this longevity of service these buses will almost certainly require an additional
investment in year 13 or 14, in the form of a "life-extension overhaul". Similar in scope, but
potentially less extensive than amid-life overhaul, alife-extension overhaul would include body
work to correct accumulated composite deterioration, paint, and replacement of suspension wear
components. It might also include engine and/or transmission rebuilding for a limited number of
buses.
LACMTA should begin to plan for CompoBus life extension overhauls, which would be required
starting in 2017 or 2018.
LACMTA's current CompoBuses were delivered in 2004 — 2012; these buses will remain in the
fleet in significant numbers through at least 2030, and will continue to represent a significant
portion of the workload in the Central Maintenance Facility (CMF) body shop.
In order to improve the efficiency of CMF body shop composite repairs LACMTA should invest in
additional training for CMF body shop employees. This training should be specific to composite
repair procedures. In addition, LACMTA should equip at least one CMF maintenance bay with
movable partition walls and additional ventilation in order to control resin dust created during
composite bus repairs. Current composite repairs must be completed in the paint booth in order
to minimize dust contamination of surrounding shop areas.

